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Wholistic Dance Education 
Presenters: 
Tina Curran 

Patricia Cohen 
Laura Hicks Foutz 

Chell Parkins 

Friday June 2, 2016 
5:30-6:00  

LRC Room 101 
Late Registration and Packet Pickup 

6:00-8:00 pm  
LRC Room 101 

Viewing of PS Dance! followed by group discussion 
Tina Curran 

Dr. Curran will guide us in discussion and mapping our take aways from PS Dance! 
through the lens of our new state dance standards. Discussion will revolve around these 
questions  
1.What did you see in PS Dance! that is reflective of a wholistic dance approach? 
2. What are the cornerstones of a wholistic dance education? 

Saturday, June 3, 2016 
9:00-10:00 am  
LRC Room 101 

What is a wholistic approach to dance education? 
Panel discussion: Curran/Cohen/Parkins 

Moderated by Kathryn Wilkening 

Saturday 10:15-12:15 
LRC Room 101 

Deconstructing the TN Dance Standards/Curran 
Picnic with the Standards: National Core Dance Standards and the new Tennessee Dance 
Standards. The new Tennessee Arts Standards and National Core Arts Standards (NCAS) 
provide nourishing resources for understanding what quality dance learning is comprised 
of, what it looks like, and why it is important. As dance educators we fundamentally un-
derstand that we should use standards to inform our planning, instruction and assessment, 
but what is in these new standards and how do the new Tennessee and National Dance 
Standards relate to each other? Using the metaphor of a picnic, participants playfully ex-
plore the nutrients of a dance lesson using hands on materials for collaborative analysis of 
teaching and learning. 



Saturday 12:15-2:00 
LUNCH 

Saturday 2:00-3:30 
A.Jazz Dance/Cohen 

MC Room G040B 
Savoy Style. Explore traditional jazz dance from Ragtime, the Jazz Age, and the 1940’s. 
Learn the vocabulary and create a Big Apple dance with other participants. We place jazz 
dance in historical and cultural context, thereby validating it as art that is relevant to edu-
cation across the sectors (secondary, post-secondary, private schools of dance). The experi-
ential component will be enhanced by deconstructing pedagogical approaches to vernac-
ular jazz and improvisation. 

B. Technology and Improvisation/Parkins 
MC Dance Studio B 

Social Media Technology and Improvisation in the Classroom. Participants will learn sim-
ple ways to utilize social media and improvisation in the classroom as a means to engage 
students and advocate for their programs. 

Saturday 3:45- 5:15 
A. Jazz Dance/Cohen 

MC Room G040B 
Dancing the Blues for All. Today’s dancers are increasingly expected to evidence versatility 
in performance. Jazz dance is a uniquely American art form that is accessible to all practi-
tioners of ballet, modern dance, tap, and musical theater. Therefore, in this session, we 
will explore the essence of vernacular jazz dance vocabulary, then combine it with the 
sensibility of ballet and modern dance to inform dancing the Blues. The experiential com-
ponent will be enhanced by discussion of pedagogical approaches. 

B. Improvisation/Parkins 
MC Dance Studio B 

Connecting through Improvisation. Students begin by turning off their thinking minds and 
following their inner eye to allow movement to speak for the body, rather than the mouth 
to speak for the brain. We will explore contact improvisation through a series of 
guided exercises that explore energetic connection, touch and weight sharing. This class-
room approach provides the opportunity for deep connection with the dancer’s own body 
and spirit while also connecting with the dance community through partnering. 

Sunday, June 4, 2016 
9:00-10:30 am 

A: Dancing Making: Modern/Curran 
MC Room G040B

Critical Inquiry for Dance Appreciation, Collaboration & Creative Process: Alvin Ailey. 
This class introduces the Four Step Critique process as a way to learn about, appreciate 
and make dances inspired by Alvin Ailey’s Revelations. We will describe, analyze, inter-



pret and evaluate this seminal masterwork and participant dances to deepen critical think-
ing, foster constructive feedback and inspire creative process.  

B. Ballet/Hicks Foutz  
MC Room G040A 

Movement Mechanics and Functional Anatomy. This class will focus on teaching ballet 
from an anatomically functional perspective with the emphasis on foundational move-
ments, applicable to ballet, modern, and jazz technique. We will explore visual, tactile, 
and cognitive cueing methods designed to aid students in maximizing the safety and effi-
ciency — and therefore the aesthetic — of each dance form. 

Sunday 10:45 –12:15 
A: Dancing Making: Ballet/Curran 

MC Room G040B 
Dancing History; Living Legacy: A Framework for Dance Appreciation, Critical Inquiry, 
Creative Process & Collaboration: George Balanchine. This class explores the genius of 
George Balanchine to reveal his aesthetic vision, musical inspiration and choreographic 
voice.  You will be introduced to the Dancing History, Dancing Legacy framework to share 
and expand your knowledge of Mr. Balanchine’s life, historical context, and artistry focus-
ing on his masterwork Serenade to inspire your own dance making. Be ready to dance, 
analyze, collaborate, create and perform. 

B. Pilates/Hicks Foutz 
MC Room G040A 

Injury Prevention and Recovery. This class will focus more specifically on injury preven-
tion and recovery. Exercises for integrating mobilization/stabilization patterns, stretching, 
strengthening, and rebuilding will be presented. Please feel free to come prepared with 
questions specific to your community of dancers. 

Sunday 12:30 – 1:30 
Plenary: Reflection, Connection, Advocacy 

MC Room G040B 

All Friday Evening and Saturday morning sessions will be held in the Mc Wherter Learning 
Resource Center(LRC). All Saturday afternoon and Sunday sessions will be held in the 
Murphy Center (MC)


